Research a Dance genre
Choose a dance style (genre) that interests you. 
Study the activities on the chart below and select one from each column to complete for your assignment. You may complete more if you wish!
The Costumes

What costumes are worn for your dance? Create a page of illustrations or pictures, and a brief written description.

The Dancers

Who dances your dance style? 
Write a paragraph to explain this and why these people perform it.
Performance Skills
What skills do you need to perform your dance style? 
Give a reason for each skill.
Where it came from
Research the history or origin of your dance. 
When did it begin?
Why did it begin?
Who were the first performers?
The Music

What music is used for your dance? 
Create a page of illustrations or pictures, and a brief written description.
How to learn

Someone asks you where he or she would go to learn your dance style. What is your reply? 
Be detailed – research places that teach or perform your dance style

Changes

In what ways has your dance changed since it first began? 
Your answer should include references to the technique and skills needed, the audience, the costumes and the music.

Comparing & Contrast
Compare your dance style with a completely different dance style. Make a table showing similarities and differences
A Poster

You are starting to teach your dance style in your local area. Create a poster to advertise it to the public.

How to perform the dance
Explain your dance genre/style to someone who has never seen it before. Be as detailed as possible.
A famous dancer

Research the life of a famous dancer of your dance style/genre. Present your research on a poster and include illustrations or pictures.
Perform or Teach
 
Learn some steps from your dance style/genre and show or teach them to the class.


